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>> COVID-19 mental health checklist <<
Four months into the pandemic, many of us are still figuring out how to navigate
restricted outings, limited access to personal care services, reduced interaction
with loved ones, and the possibility of long-term school closures.
This means long-term management of new routines and activities of daily living.
While the situation has affected each person differently, we’ve put together a
COVID-19 mental health checklist to help you - and perhaps your clients - stay
healthy, both mentally and physically:

1. Drink water (lots of water)
Being at home more, you might have recognized that you don’t drink enough
water. One trick is to fill up a pint glass of water and keep it in the refrigerator.
Every time you open it (maybe grazing for snacks), chug the glass of water.
If you’re someone who doesn’t like messes, and has a fear that the glass will tip
over, even better! You’ll definitely drink that glass of water! Filling up a gallon jug
and making sure it’s gone by the end of the day is another strategy.

2. Tend to something living
This could be another person, pet, or a plant. Don’t have a plant?! There are
handfuls of kitchen scraps that you can start to grow right in your kitchen; for
example, cabbage, broccoli, celery, and lettuce. All you need to do is place the
white stalk part in a dish of water without submerging the top. Place it in sunlight,
give it a mist now and again, and BOOM - you're regrowing food you already had.
And don't forget about green onions and scallions! These are some of easiest
plants to grow from scraps. Just like lettuce and celery, place the white root end in
a glass of water. Soon enough it will start sprouting, and you'll see the roots grow.
As long as you keep harvesting a bit from the top, those roots will keep growing.
Make sure to change the water frequently, and keep it somewhere sunny.

3. Reach out to someone outside of your home
Call someone or shoot them a text, maybe check on a neighbor. Have virtual happy
hours with friends or schedule a private yoga session via Zoom.
read more...

>> how can PIMSY help you weather the pandemic? <<
PIMSY offers functionality to operate your agency remotely - and it's been in place
for years. Here's just one example of how it can help keep your doors open:

TELEHEALTH
We've fine-tuned PIMSY's telehealth over the past few months, due to customer
feedback & increased demand from COVID. PIMSY telehealth now includes:
// adding Zoom > Our telehealth partner, SecureVideo, now offers services via two
HIPAA-compliant platforms: VSee & Zoom, both integrated seamlessly into PIMSY.
They can handle any telehealth use case - and offer 24/7 US-based support. Click
here for details.
// telehealth for groups > you can now schedule a group session via telehealth
directly from the PIMSY calendar
// location codes & modifiers > As telehealth usage increases nationwide for
mental & behavioral health services, we've been working with our customers and
modifying PIMSY to stay current across all states, for all payers.
You can now control how modifiers are added for easy telehealth claims
submission, and we will continue fine-tuning PIMSY to stay current with pandemicrelated changes over the upcoming months.
// utilizing text vs. email > for those clients who don't have an email on file, you
can now link the telehealth appointment via text message

For details about these features - or for more information about
how PIMSY can keep your agency afloat during the pandemic (and
beyond) - contact: hello@pimsyehr.com // 877.334.8512, ext 1
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